USED WAREHOUSE STOCK FURNITURE – EXAMPLES OF COMMON INVENTORY

Desk – Single Pedestal Right

Desk -Single Pedestal Left

Double Pedestal Desk

Desk Shell- No Drawers

Table, Computer

Table, Utility (4 Legs c/w Apron Support
Channel under work surface

Table, Meeting – c/w ‘T’ Style Legs

Pedistals for under-desk storage
Keys to be ordered upon delivery through the lock shop at department cost.

Lateral File Cabinets, from 2 to 5 Drawer
(specify how many drawers, with or w/o Locks)
Typically stock is limited to 2 or 5 drawers with few available,
Keys to be ordered upon delivery through the lock shop at department cost

Vertical File Cabinet, 4 Drawer (specify with or w/o Locks)
Keys to be ordered upon delivery through the lock shop at department cost

Bookcase, Metal
(38” Width, Height of 42 or 84”)
comes with adjustable shelves
42”High = 2 adjustable shelves
84” High= 5 adjustable Shelves

Wall Mounted Wood Bookshelves
(available in small quantities, wall standards and
installation through carpentry shop at department cost)

Side Chair – may not be exactly as illustrated

Plastic Stacking Chair
– may not be exactly as illustrated

Task Seating
(Typically low to no stock available)

Upholstered Stacking Chair, Harter Mfg.